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GENERAL AGREEMENTON TARIFFS ANDTRADE

SUB-COMMITTEE ON SUPERSESSION

REPORT TO THE CONTRACTING PARTIES

I . At the fifth meeting of the First Session of the Contracting Parties a

Sub-Committee was appointed to submit concrete proposals, not later than

12 March, on the questions of suspension and supersession arising under
Article XXX and on the amendments proposed during the discussions at the
first five meetings.
2. The membere of the Sub-Committee were the representatives of Cuba, France,

Lebanon, Netherlands, Norway, the United Kingdom and the United States.

3. At the first meeting of the Sub-Committee Mr. Speekenbrink (Netherlands)
was elected Chairman.
4. The Sub-Committee held four meetings and prepared two draft protocole for

submission to the contracting parties. The texts of these protocols are

attached to this Report.
5. Each of these protocolsprovides for two categories of signatories, namely,
the 9 contracting parties which are applying the Agreement under the Protocol
of Provisional Ap location and the remaining 14 signatories of the Final Act

of the General Agreement. The Sub-Committee has sought to provide asimplified
procedure whereby the representatives of the countries in the first category

will sign the protocols with powers similar to those with which they signed
the protocol of Provisional Application, while those in the second category
will only requires powere similar to those withwhich they signed the Final Act

at Geneva.

Draft Protocol Modifying certain General Provisions

6. The first item in this Protocol provides for the replacement of the first
four paragraphs of Article XXIV by Articles 42, 42A and 42B of the Charter.
The attached draft incorporates the text of those three Articles as recommended

by one of the Conference Sub-Committees, and these will have to be altered in

conformity with any amendments effected by the Conference.

7. The re representstive of France explained that acceptance of the Protocol by
his Government would be contingent upon the agreement of the contracting parties
to waive one of the obligations of paragraph 5 so as to enable France to proced

/with the formation
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with the formation of a customs union with Italy without first requiring Italy

to accede to the General Agreement, The Sub-Committee submits the following

resolution for the consideration of the contracting parties:
"The CONTRACTING PARTIES decide,
"in terms of paragraph 5 of Article XV, that the limitation, to customs

"unions, free-trade areas and interim agreements between the territories

"of contracting parties, of the exception for such arrangements povided
"for in paragraph 5 of Article XXIV, as amended, of the General Agreement
"on Tariffs and Trade, shall not apply to any customs union or interim

"agreement necessary for the formation of a customs union between France

"and Italy in the event that Italy has not become a contracting party by

"the time such an arrangememt is conluded, PROVIDED that any such customs

"union or interim agreement shall conform, to all of the other requirement
"of Article XXIV."

8. Further, in connection with paragraph 5 (a) of Article XXIV, the Sb-

Committee discussed the question of incraases in bound rates of duty iwhic imigh
arise from the provision that the duties imposed at the institution of a cuesor

-,union are not to be on the whole higher them the general J=eaaoe of the .dutie

previously applicable in the conrstitint territories. TMis question vas

-referred to the representatives of France and the United States -&to were a-ked
to submit recommendations.
9. Item II provides for the amendment of paragraph 5 of Ax'tiz3le XXV by the

addition of three new sub-par%'aphs dealing wirtb the failure of a contracting

party to carry out negotiations in accordance with paragraph 1t of Article 17
of the Charter. The third new sub-paragraph was added to pro.tde that the ftir

two shall not applyr rmtil 1 Janary 1949. .

10. The third Item provides in effect for the deletion-of arapph 5 (b) e

Article XMVI. This deletion is consequential upon the nIod.iicatics -o

Article provided for in Item IV. The first modifications of Article

is the amendment of paragraph 1 to take account of the fact that.the..
United stations Conferenc on Trade and Emtployment is mnov being hbld and the

evana Charter will appear as the result. In paragraph 2 the 60-day 3piod
after the close of tht Havana Conference for ontSractimS parties to lodge

objecticsn to the suspension and supersesion of-contaiP&mpts of the

Ageement by. the corresponding provisions of the Charter has oen omitted, and

a new provision has been inserted to provide that Part II of the Agreement
shall again become effective and that the text of certain Articles of tbe

Agreement shall be replaced, mutatis mutsnfdis, by the correspan&ing Articles o1

the Eavans Charter In the event that the Charter ebould at .=y time ease to
be in force. The list of Articles which ould In those circumstances be

replacedd. a&es
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replaced does not include ArticlesXXII and XXIIIwhich deal with "Consultation"
and. "Nullfication or Impairmets", respectively, as it is considered that the

form in which these Articles appear in the Charter is not suitable for the

General Agreement. Also it should be noted. that paragraph 2 as amended does

not provide for the supersession of Article I; the changes in the corresponding
Article of the Charter are not of consequence to the General Agreement and it

was thougt that it would be desirable to retain the most-favoured-nation clause
as a permanent part of the Agreement. In this connection it is proposed to add

a new paragraph which provides that the provisions of the Agreement shall not
be invoked by a contracting party to prevent the operation of any provision
of the Charter after the Charter has entered into force; this was introduced

to meet, inter alia, the problems raised by the delegations of Chile and Syria

in connection with their proposed amendment to Article 16 of the Charter.
11.ItemV of this Protocol amends Article XXXIII in order to give effect to

the recommendation of the Co-ordinating Committee and the Heads of Delegations

of the United Nations Conference that the unanimity rule for accession to the

General Agreement should. be changed to a two-thirds majority. This amendment

gives rise to certain problems of relation' between the new contracting party
and thoseold: contracting parties with which no negotiations have taken place

and ta meet these difficulties alternative provisos have been inserted.

-~ ..Draft Special Protocol modyiing Article XIV .

12.. The second draft protocol attached to this Report' provides that Article XIV
shall be' replaced by Artiole 25 of the Charter, but whereas the first protodcl
described above would. become effective immediately this second protocol would

-come into- force on 1 January 1949. The Sub-Committee:s recommendation of this

second protocol is, of course, contingent up~n a satisfactory'text of Article 23
being agreed. upon by' the Ravena Conference.

13. It Is contemplated. that this protocol., Like the first, will be open for

sigature. at Havana at the close of" the United Nations Co&nerence on Trade
and. Employment,. but that the second protocol will. remin- open at the

Headquarters of' the United Nations until. L.June 1948 for- deferred. signatures..
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DRAFT PROTOCOL

MODIFYINGCERTAINGENERAL PROVISIONS OF THE

GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS ANDTRADE

The Goverments of the Commonwealth of Australia, the Kingdom of Belgium,
Canada, the Republic of Cuba, the French Repulblic, the Grand-Duchy of
Luxembourg, the Kingdom of the Netherlands, the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland end the United States of America, acting in their capacity
of contracting parties to the General Agreement on Tariffs nd Trade, and

The Governmnts of the United States of Brazil, Burma, Ceylon, the
Republic of Chile, the Republic of China, the Czechoslovak RepubIic,India,
'Lebanon, New Zealand, the Kingdom of Norway, Pakistan, Southern.Rhodesia,
Syria, and the Union of South Africa, acting in their capacity of signatories
of the Final Act adopted at the conclusion of the Second Session of the
Peparatory Committee of the Unitedd Nations Conference on Trade and Employmert
which authenticated the text of the General Agreement Tariffs and Trade

Being desirous of modifying the text of the general provisions of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, in the light of the text of the
Havana Charter for an international Trade Organization, which vas authenticated

by the Final Act of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment
Hereby agree as follows:

I. Article XXI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trads shallread
as follows:

be deemed to be in force between each and every custom territory
in respect, of which this Agreement is being applied under Article XXVI
or pusuant to the Protocol of Provisional Applcation.
"2. For the purposes of this Agreement a custom territory shall
be understood to meanany territory with respect to whichseparate
tariffs or other regulationas of commerce are maintaind for
substantially all All the trade of such territory with other territories.
"3. theprovisions of Agreement shall not be construedto
prevant:
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(a) advantages accorded by any contracting party to adjacent countries
in order to facilitate frontier traffic; or
(b) advantages accorded to the trade with the free Territory of Trieste
by countries contiguous to that territory, provided that such advantages

are not in conflict with the Treaties of Peace.
"4.The contracting parties recognize the desirability of increasing freedom

of trade by the development, through voluntary agreements, of closer
integration between the economies of participants. They also recognize that

thepurpose of a customs union or of a free-trade area should be to facilitates
trade between the parties to it and not to raise obstacles to the trade of

other contracting parties with such parties.

"5. The provisions of this Agreement shall not therefore be construed to
prevent as between the territories of contracting parties the formation of
a cutoms union or the establishment of a free-trade area or the adoption
of an interim agreement necessary for the formation of a customs union or

a free-trade area; Provided, that:

(a) with respect to a customs union, or an interim agreement leading
to the establishment of a customs union the duties and other
regulations of commerce imposed at the, institutional anysuch union
or interim agreement in respect of trade with contracting parties shall
not an the whole be higher or more restrictive than the general incidence
of the duties and regulations of commerce- applicable in the constituent
territories prior to the formation of such union or the adoption of such

interim agreement, as the case may be;

(b) with respect to a free-trade area, or an interim agreement
leading to the establishment of a free-trade area, the duties and

other regulations of commerce maintained In each of the constituent
territories and applicable at the establishment of such free-trade
area, or the adoption of such interim agreement, to the trade of

contracting parties not participating in the arrangement shall not

be higher or more restrictive than the corresponding tariffs and

other regulations of commerce existing in the same constituent
territory prior to the establishment of the free-trade area, or

interim agreement, as the case may be and

(c) any interim agreement referred to in sub-paragraphs (a)
and (b) above shall include a plan and schedule for the attainment
of such a customs union or the establishment of such a free-trade
area within a reasonable length of time.

"6. (a) Any contracting party deciding to enter into a customs
or a free-trade area, or a interimagreement leading to the
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formation of suchaunion orfree-trade area, shall promptly
notify the CONTRACTING PARTIES and shall make available to them
such information regarding the proposed union or free-trade area

as will enable them to make such reports and recommandations to

contracting parties as they may deem appropriate.
(b) If, after having studied the plans and schedules provided for
in an interim agreement under paragraph 5, in consultation with
the parties to that agreement and taking due account of the

information made available in accordance with the terms of

sub-paragraph (a), the CONTRACTING PARTIES find that such

agreement is not likely to result in a custums union or inthe
establishment of a free-trade area within the period contemplated
by the parties to the agreement or that such period is not a

reasonable one, the CONTRACTINGPARTIES shall make recommendations
to the parties to the agreement. If the parties are not prepared
to modify the agreement in accordance with such recommendations
they small not maintain it in force or institute such agreement
if it has not yet been concluded.
(c) Any substantial change In the plan or schedule shall
be notified to the CONTRACTING PARTIES which may request the

contracting parties concerned to consult with them if the change

seems likely to jeopardize or delay unduly the achievement of

the custa union or the free-trearea. - r

"7. For The purposes of ts Agreement: .. - r . ..- --

. (a) A custcme union shall be understood to mmin thesaubstituticn
of a .single custce territory for two cr zwe cuztms territories,

so t.at - - r.
(i) t riffa and other restrictive regulations of

commerce (except, where necessary, those permitted
under Articles XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV, XX AND XXI)are
eliminated on substantially all the trade between
the constituent territories of the union or atleast
on substantially all the trade -inproducts originating
in -such territories and,

(ii) substantially the same tariffs and other eglations
of csmerce are applied by each of the members the

=Ian to the, trade of territories not included in the

union, subjsct to the provision of paragraph 8;

(b) A fresetrade ae ' I bo =derrtod to rn a aOUP of tWo

/*or mre



or more customs territories in which the tariffs and other
restrictive regulations of commerce (except, where necessary
those permitted under Article XI, XII, XIII,XIV, XV, XX and XXI)
between such territories are eliminated on substantiallyall
the trade in products originating in contituent territories of

the free-trade area.

"8. The preferences referred to in paragraph 2 of Article I shall not

be affected by the constitution of a customs union or a free-trade area

but may be eliminated or adjusted by means of negotiations with

contracting parties affected. This procedure of negotiationswith
affected contracting parties shall particular apply to the
elimination of preferences required to conform with the provisions
of sub-paragraphs (a) (i) and (b) of paragraph 7.
"9. The CONTRACTING PARTIES may by a two-thirds majority approve
proposals which do not fully comply with the requirements of

paragraphs 4 to 8 inclusive, Provided that they lead to the establishment
of a customs union or a free-trade area in the sense of this Article.

"10. Taking into accout the exceptional circumstances arising out

of the establishment of India and Pakistan as Independent states and

recogizing the fact that they have long constituted an economic unit,

the contacting parties agree that the provisions of this, Agreement
shall not prevent the two countries from entering into special
arrangements with respect to the trade between them, pending the

establishment of their mutual trade relations on a definite basis.

"11. Each contracting party shall take such reasonablemeasures as may

be available to it to assure observance of the provisions of this

Agreement by the regional and local governments and authorities within
.Ite territory." -'

II. Paragraph 5 of Article XY of the General Agreement on Tari'fs and

Trade shalIl read. ae follows:
"5. (a) In ezeeptional ciralmistances not elsewhere provided-

for in this Agrefuet, the CORACT PART3 maD waive

an. obLipticn imposed uprn a. cqatracting party by. this -

Agreement; Provided that any such decision shall be

approved. by a two-thirds majority of the votes cast and.

that -uch majority shall comprise more than half of the

contracting parties.
The COR&CTING PARTIES my also by such a vote

(i) define certain categoies of excepticnal

/Circmstances
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circumstances to which other voting

requirements shall apply for the aiver

of obligations, and
(ii)' prescribe suc criteria as may be

necessary for the application of this

paragraph.
(b) If any contracting party has failed without inefficient
justification to carry out with another contracting party
negotiations of the kind described in para1eph i ot Article 17
of the Eavana Charter, the COMACTMG PATIES may, upon

complaint and after inveet'gation, authorize the complaining.

contracting party to withhold from the other the concessions

incorporated in the relevant schedule to this Ageement. :n
any judgment as to whether a contracting party has so failed,
the CMMACT;NG PARTIES sball have regard to all relevant
circumstances, including the developmental, reconstruction
end other needs and the general fiscal structures of the

contracting parties concerned and to the provisions of the

Mevave Charter as a hole. If in -fact the concessions referred
to are so withheld, so as to aeiult in the application to the

trade of the other contracting party of tariffs higher than

vould otherwise have been applicable, such other contracting

party shall thbt be free, within sixty days after such action

becomes effective, to give written notice of withdrawal from

the Agreement. vwithdrawal shall take effect upon the

expiration of sixty days from the day on which aucb motie is

received by the C6 ACENG PARTIES.
(c) The provisions of BUD-paregrapn (b) shall not apply as

between any two contracting parties the &chedules of which

contain concessions Initially negotiated between such

contractLng parties.

(d) Te provisionse of sub-psraegpas (b)'and (c)-sal mot

p-ply until 1 January 1949.n

II. Paragraph 5 of Article flVI of the General Agreement on Tariffs

and Trade asall read as follows:
g. Tihis Agreement shal enter Into force, as a g the

governments which have accepted it, on the thirtieth day follow
the day on which Instruments of acceptance have been deposited
with the Secretmr7Gcnorl of the'United Natione on behalf of

'/govrnmn
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governments signatory- to tie Fibi .Act the territorieB of which
account for eighty-five pocetedbttof the total external trade
of the territories of the sightoZiis to the- final Act adopted
at the conclusion of the Second Session of the Preperstory
Committee of the United Iations Conferemce-on Trade and Employment.
Such percentage shall. be determined In accordance with the table
set forth in Annex H. The instrument of acceptezice of each other

government Pignatory to the .Fina Act shall take effect on the
thirtieth day following, the day on which such. instrument is
deposited."

IV. Article mi of the General Agreement on Tariffsa and. Trade shall
readas follows:
f "L The contracting parties undertake to observe, to the fulisat

extent of their executive authority the' generaL principles of the
Havana diarter pending their acceptance:.of in accordance with
their constitutional procedures..
"2.. Part I1 of this Agreement .. b- suspended. on the day on
which the Havana Charter enters into force. If the Havana Charter
should thereafter cease to be in force, Part D: of this Agreent
shall thereupon again become effective subJect toT paragraph 4 of
this Article, provided that the texts- of Articles-L, ir, t, vI,
,Ms. V=, nI, -U,- .XI, I Zrj, IV: XVIr,- XV3, XVill, =m,
X?, and. XM shall be respectively replaced, mutatis mutandis, by7
the texts of Articles 18, 19,. 32, 33, 34., 35, 3.6, 3T, 20,. 21, 22,
*23, 247 J/30, 13, 40, 43 and 91 of the Havana Charter- In the
form in which they appear at the .tim& t'he Havane Charter ceaees to
*be in force.
"93. If any contracting party has not accepted the Charter when it
has entered into fore., the contracting parties 'shall confer to agree
whether, and if so in what way, this Agreement, insofar as it affects
relations between the contracting party which has not accepted the
Havada Charter and other contracting parties., shall, be ispplemented
or amended. PFendig sguh emont the provisione of Part II of
this Agreement shall, notvithstanding the provisions of paragraph 2
of this Article, Continue to apply as between any contracting party
which ba not accepted the Havana Charter and the other
contracting parties.
"4* Ding tihe month of Septembar. l949 should the Havana Charter not
have entered into force, oz- at euch earlier time as may be a'eed
if it Ss Imom that the Charter will not enter izto force, or at suh

/later tim
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later time as my be agreed if the Havana Charter ceases to be in

force, the contracting parties shall meet to agree whether this

Agreement ahall be emended, supplemented or maintained.
"5. The signatories of the Final Act which are not at the time

contracting parties shall be informed of any agreement which may
be reached between the contracting parties under paragraph 3 or 4
of this Article.
"6. No contacting party shall invoke the provisions of this
Agreement so as to prevent the operation of any provision of the

Havana Charter when it has entered into force.
V. Article XXXIIIof the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade shall
read as follows:

"A Government not party to this Agreement, or a Government
acting on behalf of a seperate customs territory possessing full

autonomy in the conduct of its external commercial relations and
of the other matters provided for in this Agreement, nay accede
to this Agreement, on its om behalf or on behalf of that territory,
on terms to be agreed between such Government and the CONTRACTING

PARTIES, Provided that [the povisions of Article Il of this

Agreemat shall not apply as between any contracting party and any
such acceding Government without the consent of such contracting

party][any such acceding Governments shall have Negotiated with any

contracting party, which has requested negotiations]. Decisions of

the CONTRACTING PARTIES under this paragraph shall be taken by a

two-thirds majority."
VI. The modifications of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

provided for in paragraphs I to V inclusive of this Protocol shall

become effective on the day of signature of this Protocol.
In witness whereof the respective representatives have signed the

present Protocol.
Done at Havana, in a single copy, in the English and French

languages, both texte authentic, thisof march

onethousand nine hundred and forty-eight.
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DRAFT SPECIAL PROTOCOL

MODIFYINGARTICLEXIVFOFTHE
GENERALAGREEMENT ON TARIFFSANDTRADE

The Governments of the Commonwealth of Australia, the Kingdom of Belgium,
Canada, the Republic of Cuba, the French Republic, the Grand-Duchy of

Luxembourg, the Kingdom of the Netherlands, the United. Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland and the United. States of America, acting in their capacity
of contracting parties to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, and.

The Governmenta of the United. States of Brazil, Burma, Ceylon, the
Republic of Chile, the Republicof China, the Czechoslovak Republic, India,
Lebanon, New Zealand, the Kingdom of Norway, Pakistan, Southern Rhodesia,
Syria, and the Union of South Africa, acting in their capacity of signatories
of the Final Act adopted at the conclusion of the Second Session of the

Preparatory Committee of the United. Nations Conference on Trade and Employment
which authenticated the text of the General. Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

Being dcesirous of modifying the text of Article XIV of the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, in the light of the text of the Havana Charter

for an International Trade Organization, which was authenticated by the
Final Act of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment

Hereby agree as follows:
I. Article XIVof the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade shall read as

follows:
[insert final text of Article 23 of the Havana Charter and any

accompanying annexes, etc]

II. This Protocol shall remain open for signature at the Headquarters of the
United. Nations until 1 June 1948 on behalf of any government named in the

preamble of this Protocol which has not signed it on this day.
III. The modification of Article IV shall take effect on 1 January 1949.

In witness whereof the respective representatives have signed the present
Protocol.

Done at Havana, in a single copy, in the English and French languages,
both texts authentic, this ...... day of March, one thousand nine hundred and

forty-eight.


